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it was under this environment of tension and conflict that the kashmiri people revolted against india
in a wave of rebellion that would last for more than a decade. the rebellion was sparked by the valley
being divided into two. the muslim-majority region, called the vale of kashmir, would be under
pakistan rule. the hindu-majority region would be under india. this act of partition caused mass
migration of hindus from the area. because there were not enough muslim refugees willing to leave,
some muslims were forced to move from the area. the creation of the vale of kashmir led to a series
of military confrontations between india and pakistan. the region has been contested between the
two countries since the very beginning. the conflict between the two countries has been so constant
that it has become a part of the kashmiri culture. the youth in the region are educated at universities
in india and pakistan, and if they do not get a job, they are trained at a jammu and kashmir
government job training center. the international media portrays the conflict as a stand-off between
the two countries, but this is not true. the people of jammu and kashmir have much more to lose
than the two countries as both countries are large and powerful. in fact, the conflict is between india
and pakistan as pakistan is the only country that will not give up its claim to the region. the two
countries claim the region in its entirety. however, the partition of the indian sub-continent led to the
birth of pakistan, which still calls itself the islamic republic of pakistan. the area still does not have a
uniform law, and the local government is divided between indian kashmir and pakistani kashmir. for
example, jammu and kashmir is a state in india, while gilgit-baltistan is in pakistan. the indian
kashmiri people are often subject to attacks by pakistani militants that cross the line of control.
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